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A space probe has
reached Saturn after
a six-year trip

Defiant Saddam tells
court that Bush is the
real criminal
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Barcelona tops land league
as cost of housing soars
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Cost per square metre higher than in Madrid and San Sebastián
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Renfe train
strike causes
problems in
service all day
for first time
Rail workers will continue their series of actions today with a 24-hour
strike in protest at plans by Renfe,
the national network, to split the
company into two. The move is seen
by rail workers and their trade union, the CGT, as directly contradicting promises made by the ruling Socialist party to keep the state-owned
company intact. The strike is due to
end on 5 July. (See page 3)

Portugal make
most of home
advantage

The strike brought the rail network to a complete halt, forcing hundreds of thousands of people on to the roads / EFE

Pro-democracy march
in Hong Kong
At least 250,000 people have demonstrated on the streets of Hong
Kong to demand more democracy
and the right to free elections from
the Chinese government. Many feel

Why Microsoft
is speaking in
tongues

that Beijing has reneged on its
promise to give Hong Kong a high
degree of autonomy after Britain
handed over sovereignty to China in
1997. (See page 5)
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Luis Aragonés
picked as coach
to lead Spain to
World Cup
Luis Aragonés, the current coach of
Mallorca, has been chosen to replace Iñaki Sáez as the national
Spain coach. (See page 12)
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Barcelona speeds
up work on
container port

